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NOTICE INVITING TENDER (NIT) 
(e-Tender) 

1.1 GENERAL  

1.1.1 Name of Work: 
National High-Speed Rail Corporation Ltd. (NHSRCL) invites online open e-tenders from eligible 
applicants, who fulfil qualification criteria as stipulated in Clause 1.1.3 of NIT, for the work Supply, 
Installation and Commissioning of Audio/Visual and Video-conferencing System at Board room 
of NHSRCL HQ.at D-21 Corporate Park, Sector 21, Dwarka, New Delhi. 

The brief scope of the work is provided in Clause A1 of ITT (Volume-1) and Employer’s 
Requirement-Functional (Volume-3). 

1.1.2 Key details: 
 

 

 

 

Tender Security 

In lieu of Tender security/ Earnest Money Deposit, the 
Bidder shall upload the scanned copy of the Bid Security 
Declaration duly signed and stamped. Bid Security 
Declaration format is provided at Annexure 6C (As per 
Clause C18.1).  

For further details, clause C18 of ITT may be referred.  

Note: The Bid Security Declaration should be in the name 
of Bidder. 

Completion period of the Work 06 months from the commencement date 

Tender documents on sale From 28-05-2021 (from 0900 hrs) to 17-06-2021 (upto 
1500 hrs) on e-tendering website 
https://etenders.gov.in/eprocure/app. 
Tender document can only be obtained online after 
registration of tenderer on the website 
https://etenders.gov.in/eprocure/app.  

 

 

Cost of Tender documents 

INR 11,800 /- [Rupees Eleven Thousand Eight Hundred 
only] (inclusive of 18% GST) Non- Refundable 

(Payment of tender document cost/tender fee is to be 
made only by RTGS/NEFT/IMPS. No other mode of 
payment will be accepted. The details of bank account of 
NHSRCL are mentioned below. The bidders are required 
to upload scanned copies of transaction of payment of 
tender document cost/tender fee including e-receipt 
(clearly indicating UTR No. and tender reference i.e 
NHSRCL/CO/ST/AVVCSBR/2021/9 must be entered in 
remarks at the time of online transaction of payment, 
failing which payment may not be considered) at the time 
of online bid submission.  

(Copy of GST registration no. to be provided along 
with Tender document cost/ tender fee). 

Last date of Seeking Clarifications 09-06-2021 upto 17:00 hrs. 
Queries/clarifications from bidders after due date and 
time shall not be acknowledged. 

Pre- Tender Meeting No pre-bid meeting is planned for this tender. 
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Last date of issuing addendum 10-06-2021 

Date & time of Submission of 
Tender online 

Tender submission start date: 11-06-2021 at 9:00 hrs . 

Tender submission end date: 17-06-2021 at 15:00 hrs 

Date & time of Opening of Tender 
online 

18-06-2021 at 15:30 hrs 

• Authority for seeking 
clarifications  

• Place of pre- tender meeting 

 
AGM/S&T 
 

Not Applicable 

 
To facilitate payment of Tender Fee through RTGS, NEFT & IMPS, the details of bank 
account of NHSRCL is mentioned below: 

  
Name of 
Bank 

Bank’s Address Account Name 
& No. 

Accou
nt 
Type 

IFSC Code MICR 

ICICI Bank Plot No 16, Sector 20, 
Dwarka, New Delhi-
110075 

235705000494 Current  ICIC0002357 110229227 
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1.1.3 ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: 
1.1.3.1 Eligible Applicants: 

i. A tenderer may be a natural person, private entity, government-owned entity, or any 
combination of them with a formal intent to enter into an agreement. 

ii. Joint Bid: Not permitted. 

iii. The tenders for this contract will be considered only from those tenderers (proprietorship 
firms, partnerships firms, companies, corporations) who meet requisite eligibility criteria 
prescribed in the sub-clauses of Clause 1.1.3 of NIT.  

iv. (a)  The eligible nationality of the tenderer(s) shall be Indian in the case of the Tenderer. 

(b)  A tenderer shall submit only one bid in the same tendering process. A tenderer who 
submits or participates in, more than one bid will cause all of the proposals in which 
the tenderer has participated to be disqualified. No tenderer can be a 
subcontractor/OEM while submitting a bid individually.  

v. Not used. 

vi. Tenderers shall not have a conflict of interest. All Tenderers found to have a conflict of 
interest shall be disqualified. Tenderers shall be considered to have a conflict of interest 
with one or more parties in this bidding process, if: 

(a) a tenderer has been engaged by the Employer to provide consulting services for the 
preparation related to procurement for / on implementation of the project; 

(b) a tenderer is any associates/affiliates (inclusive of parent firms) mentioned in 
subparagraph (a) above; or 

(c) a tenderer lends, or temporarily seconds its personnel to firms or organisations which 
are engaged in consulting services for the preparation related to procurement for / 
on implementation of the project, if the personnel would be involved in any capacity 
on the same project. 

vii. (a) NHSRCL/Ministry of Railways along with any of their attached and subordinate 
offices/ Any metro rail organizations in India (owned by Govt.)/ Order of Ministry of 
Commerce applicable for all Ministries must not have banned business with the 
tenderer as on the date of tender submission. The tenderer should submit 
undertaking to this effect in Appendix-19 of Form of Tender. 

(b) Also no contract of the tenderer executed individually, should have been rescinded / 
terminated by NHSRCL/Ministry of Railways along with any of their attached and 
subordinate offices/ Any metro rail organizations in India (owned by Govt.) after 
award during last 03 years (from the last day of the previous month of tender 
submission) due to non-performance of the tenderer. The tenderer should submit 
undertaking to this effect in Appendix- 19 of Form of Tender. Non-performance, 
which is basically termination of the Contract as decided by the Employer, shall 
include all Contracts where non-performance was not challenged by the Contractor, 
including through referral to the dispute resolution mechanism under the respective 
Contract or by written representation/ appeal to the Employer or in any appropriate 
court. 

(c) If the Tenderer does not meet the criteria stated in the Appendix-19, the tenderer 
shall be considered ineligible for participation in tender process and they shall be 
considered ineligible applicants in terms of Clause 1.1.3.1 of NIT. 

(d) If there is any misrepresentation of facts with regards to undertaking submitted vide 
Appendix-19, the same will be considered as “fraudulent practice”. 
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viii. Tenderer must not have suffered bankruptcy/ insolvency during the last 5 years or it is in 
the process of winding-up or there is a case of insolvency pending before any Court on 
the deadline of submission of bids. The tenderer should submit undertaking to this effect 
in Appendix-20 of Form of Tender. 

ix. LEAD PARTNER/ NON SUBSTANTIAL PARTNERS/ CHANGE IN JV/ CONSORTIUM: 
Not Applicable 

x. Participation by Subsidiary Company/Parent Company with credential of other 
Company: Not Applicable 

xi. Purchase Preference to Local Suppliers/Preference to Make In India: Not Applicable 

xii. Public Procurement Policy for Micro and Small Enterprises (MSEs): Please refer 
Annexure 9. 

xiii. Startup India:  

a) All Startups (whether Micro & Small Enterprises or otherwise) are exempted from 
cost of Tender document. 

b) Definition of Startup: 

Startup means an entity recognised as Startup by Department of Industrial Policy 
and Promotions (DIPP), Ministry of Commerce and Industries, Govt. of India. 

c) The above facility shall be applicable only in case of single entity is registered and 
eligible Startups. 

1.1.3.2 Minimum Eligibility Criteria: 

A. Work Experience: The tenderers will be qualified only if they have substantially completed 
work(s)**, completion date(s) of which falling during last 05 (five) years ending last day of 
the month previous to the month of tender submission as given below: 

(i) At least one “similar work” * of value of INR 1,80,00,000/- or more. 
OR 

(ii) Two “similar works” *each of value of INR 1,20,00,000/- or more.  
OR 

(iii) Three “similar works” *each of value of INR 90,00,000/- or more. 
 

*The “Similar works” for this contract shall mean providing state of the Art Audio and Visual 
Conferencing in board room/meeting room/conference room. under a single contract 
anywhere in India. 

** Substantially completed means where 80% payment of the contract value has been 
received 

 
Notes: 

a) The tenderer shall submit details of works executed by them in the Performa of 
Appendix-17 & 17A of FOT for the works to be considered for qualification of work 
experience criteria. Documentary proof of completion certificates from client clearly 
indicating the nature/scope of work, actual completion cost and actual date of 
completion for such work should be submitted. The offers submitted without this 
documentary proof shall not be evaluated. In case the work is executed for private 
client, copy of work order, bill of quantities, bill wise details of payment received certified 
by C.A., T.D.S certificates for all payments received and copy of final/last bill paid by 
client shall also be submitted. 

b) Value of substantially completed portion of any ongoing work up to last day of the month 
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previous to the month of tender submission will also be considered for qualification of 
work experience criteria. 

c) For completed works, value of work done shall be updated to last day of the month 
previous to the month of tender submission price level assuming 3% inflation for Indian 
Rupees every year. The exchange rate of foreign currency shall be applicable as on the 
date of contract award. 

d) If the above work(s) comprise(s) other works also, then details clearly indicating the 
amount of work done in respect of the “similar work” shall be furnished by the tenderer 
in support of work experience along-with their tender submissions. 

e) If the qualifying work(s) were done by tenderer in JV/consortium, then the value of work 
as per their percentage participation in such JV/Consortium shall be considered. 

f) Only work experience certificate having stamp of Name and Designation of officer along 
with the Name of client shall be considered for evaluation. However, if any work 
experience certificate has been issued prior to 01.07.2019, same shall be considered 
for evaluation even if it is not stamped. 

g) In case of any concealment or misrepresentation of facts, appropriate action(s) in 
accordance with Tender Conditions and “Suspension/ Banning Policy, May 2020” of 
NHSRCL shall be taken. The copy of “Suspension/Banning Policy, May 2020” of 
NHSRCL can be downloaded from tender section of NHSRCL website i.e. 
www.nhsrcl.in 

B. Financial Standing: The tenderers will be qualified only if they have minimum financial 
capabilities as below: 

(i) T1 – Liquidity: It is necessary that the firm can withstand cash flow that the contract 
will require until payments received from the Employer. Liquidity therefore becomes 
an important consideration. 
This shall be seen from the balance sheets and/or from the banking reference. Net 
current assets and/or documents including banking reference (as per proforma given 
in Annexure-8 of ITT), should show that the applicant has access to or has available 
liquid assets, lines of credit and other financial means to meet cash flow of INR -----
---------[insert amount] for this contract, net of applicant’s commitments for other 
Contracts. Banking reference should contain in clear terms the amount that bank will 
be in a position to lend for this work to the applicant. In case the Net Current Assets 
are negative, only the Banking references will be considered. Otherwise the 
aggregate of the Net Current Assets and submitted Banking references will be 
considered for working out the Liquidity. 

The banking reference should be from a Scheduled Bank in India or (in case of 
foreign parties) from an international bank of repute acceptable to NHSRCL and it 
should not be more than 3 months old as on date of submission of bids. 
Example: Let member-1 has percentage participation=M and member-2 has 
percentage participation=N. 

 
If minimum liquidity required is ‘W’ then liquidity of member-1 ≥ W M 

  100 
and liquidity of member-2 ≥ W N. 

    100 
(ii) T2 - Profitability: Profit before Tax should be Positive in at least 03 years, out of the 

last five audited financial years. 
(iii) T3 - Net Worth: Net Worth of tenderer during last audited financial year should be 

Positive 
(iv) T4 - Annual Turnover: The average annual turnover of last 05 financial years 
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should be > INR 76,000,00/-  
 

Notes: 

a) Financial data for latest last three audited financial years has to be submitted by 
the tenderer in Appendix-18 of FOT duly certified by Chartered Accountant/ 
Company Auditor/Statutory Auditor with his stamp and signature in original with 
membership number and firm registration number. All the documents or 
certifications which are provided by CA, must contain UDIN thereon and the 
particulars of certifications must be same as mentioned on document/certification 
and submitted to ICAI on its website which can be verified online on 
https://udin.icai.org/search- udin. In case the financial data of the last financial year 
is not made available by the bidder, he has to submit an affidavit certifying that ‘the 
balance sheet has actually not been audited so far’. In such a case the financial 
data of previous ‘4’ audited financial years will be taken into consideration for 
evaluation. If certified financial data of any year other than the last year is not 
submitted, the tender may be considered as non-responsive.  

b) Where a work is undertaken by a JV/Consortium, only that portion of the contract 
which is undertaken by the concerned applicant/member should be indicated and 
the remaining done by the other members of the group be excluded. This is to be 
substantiated with documentary evidence. 

c) For turnover or financial data required for each year - Exchange rate for foreign 
currency shall be as prevailing on the last day of the respective year. 

C. Responsiveness: The firm should have submitted the bids in accordance with the 
guidelines in the Instructions to Bidders and it should meet the required response as per 
check list given FORM OF TENDER - APPENDIX 26. 

D. Incorporation Certificate: The Bidder company should be registered under the Indian 
Companies Act 1956. The bidder may be an Indian or Foreign company but must have office 
and firm arrangement in Delhi NCR to supply, install, and commission and provide support 
as well as comprehensive on-site maintenance of the system. 

1.1.3.3 Bid Capacity Criteria: Not Applicable 

1.1.3.4 The tender submission of tenderers, who do not qualify the minimum eligibility criteria & bid 
capacity criteria stipulated in the clauses 1.1.3.2 to 1.1.3.3 above, shall not be considered for 
further evaluation and therefore rejected. The mere fact that the tenderer is qualified as 
mentioned in sub clause 1.1.3.2 to 1.1.3.3 shall not imply that his bid shall automatically be 
accepted. The same should contain all technical data as required for consideration of tender 
prescribed in the ITT. 

1.1.4 Qualifying Criteria 

1.1.4.1 The objective of the evaluation is to select the appropriate, reliable and experienced turn-key 
State of the art Video Collaboration and Collaborative learning solution and service provider 
from service provider(s) capable of implementing such solutions and systems including the 
complete room furniture & interiors. 

1.1.4.2 Bidder should submit complete proposed layout drawings of the HQ Board room and for review 
of the technical committee. The proposed layout must include Board room, equipment and 
infrastructure mentioned in the tender.  

1.1.4.3 Bidder should submit complete technical details of the solution and Equipment working 
procedures at the time of tender submission.  

1.1.4.4 Bidder should submit complete engineering drawings and Electricals layout of the room at the 
time of tender submission 
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Criteria for Marking and Evaluation of presentation and live demonstration 

Presentation: Presentation on proposed solution architecture to the technical committee. 
Presentation should include all the aspects of the proposed solution for the NHSRCL Boardroom 
with schematics & technical connectivity. It should also have solution deliverables, Proposed 
2D layout and 3D drawings along with the logical rationale behind the proposed solutions. (30 
marks). 
Compliance of Technical Specification in a live demonstration: NHSRCL Technical 
evaluation committee will assess the proposed solution of the bidders either at their NHSRCL 
(client) site or in their own demo centre/experience centre. Bidder shall arrange the setup for 
demo at NHSRCL site or in their demo/experience centre at their own cost, where NHSRCL 
would see the physical functioning of the solution been proposed by the bidder for the NHSRCL 
Boardroom and with complete desired functioning as per tender specifications & with respect to 
the enclosed technical experience parameters, based on which the bidder will be given score. 
(70 marks). 
These scores will be later added in weighted average system of the tender for final qualification 
of the vendor on the scope of work.  
 

Bidders who attain minimum 70% marks in the Technical Evaluation based on the enclosed 
experience scoring sheet along with the Presentation on the proposed solution, only their 
financial bid shall be opened and evaluated. 

Table 1: Methodology of Assessment and Distribution of Marks 

S. no. Experience elements: % weightage 
given for criteria 

Individual score for live 
demo 

1 Presentation of Proposed Solution  30   

 1.1 
Whether the bidder has developed entire design 
layout as per the bare shell layout provided by 
NHSRCL for their boardroom. 

4   

 1.2 

Whether the bidder in their presentation has 
shown the 2D drawings of their recommended 
design which they have developed as per the bare 
shell room layout provided by the NHSRCL 

6   

 1.3 

Whether in the presentation the bidder has 
provided the room drawings like the Front 
elevation, RCP drawing, all 4 walls elevation, 
carpeting, ceiling and lighting. 

6   

1.4 

d) Whether in the presentation the bidder has 
showcased all the 3D renders of their 
recommended Solution taken from multiple 
angles. 

8  

1.5 
e) Whether in the presentation the bidder has 
clearly showcased the rationale behind the 
solution and also its functionalities 

6  

2 The display appearance during Video and Local 
meeting sessions 6   

 2.1 

Out of the front 2 nos. of 120 inches displays in a 
boardroom, whether the multiple locations are 
appearing on one display and the content is 
appearing on the other display. 

2   

 2.2 

Whether during local meeting session a single 
content is shared with 16:9 aspect ratio in the 
centre with no visible line between 2 nos. of 120 
inches display and the left and right is blank 
windows.. 

2   
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 2.3 
Whether during a local meeting session a content 
can be shared in the aspect ratio of 32:9 across 
both the 120 inches displays. 

2   

3 Quality of local/video meeting content 
Collaboration 23   

 3.1 

Whether during the local meeting the shared 
content gets displayed on the front and also the 
same content comes on the content monitors for 
crystal clear readability. 

2   

 3.2 

Whether during the local meeting/Video meeting 
session the end user is able to share content by 
simply taking out the HDMI/USB C Type from the 
Cable management system and share content at a 
press of a button. 

2   

 3.3 

Whether during the local meeting/Video meeting 
session the end user switches from one content to 
another content by simply pressing the LED 
buttons on the Cable Management box.. 

2   

 3.4 

Whether during the local meeting/Video Meeting 
the end user is able to switch to wireless content 
sharing access by simply the centre button in any 
of the Cable Management Box. 

2   

 3.5 

Whether during the Local meeting session the end 
user is able to do digital Whiteboarding from the 
podium which will be visible on the front display 
and also on the on table content monitors  

2   

 3.6 Whether the provided Podium in the room is a 
height adjustable podium. 2   

 3.7 
Whether during video/Local meeting the content 
shared wirelessly can be annotated from the On 
table Content monitors. 

2   

 3.8 
Whether during Local or video meetings the end 
user is able to share content from a Physical 
Ceramic Whiteboard at a simple press of a button. 

2   

 3.9 
Whether during Local or Video meetings the end 
user is able to share content from a hard 
document at a simple press of a button. 

2   

 3.10 
Whether during local or video meetings the end 
user is also able to share digital whiteboarding 
from the smart podium. 

2   

 3.11 

Whether during the local meetings participants 
are able to share and compare 2 different contents 
from 2 different laptops/sources at the same time 
at a press of a button. 

3   

4 Design aspect of the solution 15   

4.1  
In a boardroom, whether the near site and far site 
participants are having an eye to eye contact 
during video meetings. 

2   

 4.2 Whether the Cable boxes have been designed in 
similar to the content monitors. 2   

 4.3 Whether the table can be fully dismantlable for 
easy shifting. 1   
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 4.4 
Whether the table should have veneer marks for 
sitting. The tables should have full body modesty 
panels. 

2   

 4.5 Whether the content monitors have anti-glare 
surface 2   

 4.6 Whether during video meetings the far site is able 
to view the Signage very clearly from the near site. 1   

 4.7 
Whether the boardroom table has a rack built 
inside the table and yet there is no sound coming 
outside. 

2   

 4.8 

Whether the provided on table content monitors 
in a boardroom and are able to bend back at an 
angle of 150 degree and not cause any obstruction 
among the people in that session. 

2   

 4.9 

Whether the cable management system have 6 
gromettes, 2 universal power sockets, 2 USB ports 
and 2 LED buttons for sharing and switching 
content.  

1   

5 

Whether the proposed lighting solution in a 
boardroom is such that the participants faces 
are well lit and there is no under eye shadow or 
glare on participants faces during video 
meetings. 

3   

6 Local speech reinforcement along with Local 
Audio solution 12   

 6.1 
Whether the provided local speech reinforcement 
solution mics are also provided with the on table 
speakers which gets blend with décor. 

1   

 6.2 
Whether the end user while speaking on the 
microphone do not need to bend front and yet his 
voice is heard across the room. 

1   

 6.3 

Whether the provided on table mics are just 7 
inches out on the table and then also the end user 
while speaking can go to his/her left or right, still, 
his/her voice lift have no variation. 

2   

 6.4 
Whether the mics provided on the podium also 
work during local meetings in sync with the table 
mics.  

2   

 6.5 
Whether during the local meetings even the 
provided wireless collar and handheld mics also 
work in case there are any Q&A sessions is there.. 

2   

 6.6 

Whether during the local sessions the speech from 
the wireless mics and the podium mics should 
come from the front speakers of the 5.1 set up 
been provided. 

2   

 6.7 
Whether during the local meetings the 
presentation audio also come from the 5.1 
surround sound speakers. 

2   

7 Quality of audio during video meetings 6   

 7.1 

Whether the far site is able to hear the near site 
very clearly, no matter the participant speaks very 
slowly from any corner of the room from the 
ceiling mics. 

2   
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 7.2 

Whether the near site is able to hear far site 
participants voice who are connected on the audio 
teleconferencing mode comes from the ceiling 
speakers. 

2   

 7.3 
Whether the near site is able to hear far site 
participants voice from the  front speakers of the 
5.1 surround sound system. 

2   

8 Ease of usage 5   

8.1  
Whether the participants are able to start any 
meeting mode and even will change the room 
lighting from the wall button panel. 

1   

 8.2 

Whether the participants are able to make 
himself/herself appear lifelike to the far site at a 
press of a button on the content monitor or on the 
table mics. 

1   

 8.3 
Whether the participants are also able to change 
the meeting mode and even lighting from the 
touch panel. 

1   

 8.4 

Whether during the H.323 video meetings there is 
a provision to stream 4 participants soft video 
meeting sessions from 4 different laptops in the 
room connected over BYOD mode. 

1   

 8.5 
Whether the participants are able to dial the far 
site in a pure audio conferencing session from the 
touch panel. 

1   

  Total score 100.00   

1.1.5 Compliance/ Non-compliance Statement 

a) For convenience of evaluating the proposals from different firms, the Bidder should submit 

in a tabular form, a detailed compliance/ noncompliance statement pertaining to all clauses 

specified below in table. The Bidder may, however, provide additional details / information, 
if any. 

b) The Bidder should provide brief description of how compliance is made in their compliance 

statement is to adhere to the tender specifications, without which the offer will not be 

considered. 

c) The compliance statement should be accompanied by technical Brochure or technical 

statement which should match or better of technical specification given in the below table. 

d) For any non-compliance or major deviation against the technical specification mentioned 
below, as per clause E4.4, may lead to rejection of the bid. 

Table 2: Compliance/ Non-compliance Statement 

All	in	one	LED	display	with	wall	mounting	accessories:	Qty-	2	Nos	 Compliance	Sheet	

Sr. No.  Specifications  Yes No 
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1 1. Size of one display should be minimum 120" diagonal, 
resolution 1280x720, compatible for both 16:9 viewing 
and 32:9 viewing 
2. The Pixel pitch of LED should be 1.9 mm or lower. 
3. Display Should have Inbuilt wireless presentation 
system capable to show 4 sources simultaneously in a 
quad view from any OS such as Windows, Android & IoS.  
4. User can Interact with LED wall via smartphones and 
tablet computers with the help of application/dongle. 
5. Brightness should be between 100-550 nits 
6. Viewing Angle (H/V) should not be less than 160/140 
degree. 
7. IR remote control should be provided for selecting the 
dual screen mode, combined single full screen mode & 
combined center screen mode. 
8. LED display thickness should be less than 40 mm. 
9. Display should have the capability of integration of 
another same size of display. 
10. Both displays should operate in dual screen mode, 
combined single full screen mode and combined center 
screen mode. 
11. It should be plug and play system, only one button 
to turn ON/OFF. 
12. It should have 3 in 1 board that should integrate 
Power supply, a receiving signal card and hub board 
which should be easily field replaceable to solve any 
problem.  

    

Smart	Digital	Podium		
2 1. It should be sleek, portable on castors, moveable & 

work without connecting any HDMI/VGA cables 
2. It should have built-in electric height adjustable 
mechanism by pressing UP & DOWN buttons.  
3. It should have built-in Quad window Wireless 
presentation facility either using USB dongle or via an 
App on Android/iOS/Windows based devices. 
4. It should have inbuild PC having Windows 10 OS with 
minimum Intel i5 8th generation processor, 128 GB SSD, 
8 GB RAM. 
5. It should have embedded 21.5” diagonal capacitive + 
EMR multi-touch (finger & stylus) interactive IPS Type 
LED screen for all user controls.  
6. The Accuracy of stylus should be 0.5mm or better. 
7. It should have onstage smart annotation & 
whiteboarding capabilities on shared content sharing 
from USB thumb drive or from common share drive. 
8. It should have built-in wi-fi module/card. 
9. Its Wi-Fi should support the reverse touch capability 
& interactivity from wirelessly connected windows 
laptop. 
10. It should have seamless synchronization capability 
with above specified 120” active AIO LED  display which 
can pair natively without any additional 
hardware/software. 
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11. It should support Bluetooth technology to support 
external wireless amplified speakers  
12. It should have minimum 1 No. HDMI output & 1 No. 
Aux audio output ports so if required a wired video & 
audio output can be used. 
13. It should have at-least minimum 2 nos. built-in 
goose-neck microphones for local speech re-
enforcement with wireless transmitter so that it can be 
integrated with any third-party digital signal processors 
(DSP) or power amplifiers. 

On	Table	Motorized	Touch	Content	Monitor		
3 1. LCD Display size should be 15.6” diagonal.  

2. It should support natively full HD 1920x1080 
resolution.  
3. It should have inbuilt LCD display with LED backlight & 
should be slim & same profile as of cable management 
box in respect to size, color etc.  
4. It should have adjustable angle of view from 90 to 150 
degrees & after full retraction at 150 degrees it should 
not be more than 4” high from tabletop so as to be 
totally non-obtrusive. 
5. It should have inbuilt 2 nos. LED configurable button 
with orange color illumination for look at me application 
of PTZ camera panning & zooming to a fixed preset via 
any third party control system. 
6. The inbuilt LCD screen should be antiglare so as to cut 
the inside room reflection of lights. 
7. The on table content monitor should be motorized in 
nature and should goes inside the table without making 
any noise when not in use. The motorized monitors 
should comes out whenever required. 

    

Video	Conferencing	System		
4 1. Communications: IP: H.323 and SIP  

2. It should support H.264 Hi-Profile & Scalable video 
coding protocols. 
3. It should have dual HDMI output which should 
support 1920 x 1080 @ 60fps 
4. It should support dual 1080p 60fps resolution in 
Video & Content mode 
5. It should have standard HDMI input port for 
connecting a PTZ camera  
6. It should have standard DVI-I input port for 
connecting any source to be shared as content. 
7. It should have inbuilt or field upgradable MCU to 
support up to total 9 multi-party call in continuous 
presence layout. 
8. It should be controllable via third party control 
processors. 
9. It should have PTZ camera control Interface such as 
VISCA & RS232 ports. 
10. It should have inbuilt Recording facility on USB drive 
to record the video meeting.  
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11. It should have two separate network ports 
assignable one for LAN & other for direct Internet 
connectivity for connecting to outside H.323 calls. 
PTZ Camera for VC Codec:  
1. Camera should have minimum 30x optical zoom 
capability. 
2. Horizontal FOV of camera should be minimum 65 
degree or better. 
3. It should be able to capture video in 1080p60 fps or 
higher resolution 
4. It should be controllable through IR remote, serial and 
TCP-IP. 
5. It should have 3 nos. simultaneous video output ports 
HDMI, USB 3.0 and LAN. 
6. All 3 video outputs should work parallelly 

Digital	Conference	System	for	Local	sound	re-enforcement:		
5 1. Fully Digital Central Conference Controller Unit, 

should be controlled and power at least 100 units or 
better, this should be possible by Serval Unit as a Master 
/Slave/Power supply unit , should have LCD/OLED 
display to allow easy access to all the participants with 
necessary  controls and configures of system , number 
of Open Microphone 6 or Better, External Ports for 
Camera Tracking RS232/RJ45/D9, Daisy Chain 
Connectivity through CAT 6 Shielded Cable /Multicore 
Cable Microphone Modes VOX, FIFO, Request (Qty- 1 
No.) 
2. Under Table box should be used as chairman or 
delegate microphone unit, unit should have Phoenix® 
connectors for buttons, microphone, headphone and 
loudspeaker, Should have Two RJ45 sockets to connect 
the system unit to the control unit or another 
microphone unit/system unit. (Qty- 16 Nos.) 
3. Array Microphone with Electret condenser transducer 
having corridor polar pattern and LED ring integrated in 
microphone, should be operated in conjunction with 
Control Unit and under table box unit, shall have three 
buttons clear button, Function button and ON/OFF 
button for the chairman. 
(Qty- 2 Nos.) 
4. Array microphone with Electret condenser transducer 
having corridor polar pattern and LED ring integrated in 
microphone, should be operated in conjunction with 
Control Unit and under table box unit, shall have one 
button for ON/OFF.   (Qty- 14 Nos.) 
5. Speaker with High-quality mounting plate with metal 
housing and inlay panel made of optically hardened 
acrylic glass and with Rounded corners for flush-mount 
installation into tables, Frequency response -100 - 
20,000 Hz Impedance - 8 Ω Nominal capacity -4 watts 
Sound pressure level 1 W / 0.5 m -88 dB, including all 
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accessories (Qty- 16 Nos.) 
6. Should be with all required accessories.  

Digital	Conference	System	for	Local	sound	re-enforcement:		

6 1. Fully Digital Central Conference Controller Unit, 
should be controlled and power at least 100 units or 
better, this should be possible by Serval Unit as a Master 
/Slave/Power supply unit , should have LCD/OLED 
display to allow easy access to all the participants with 
necessary  controls and configures of system , number 
of Open Microphone 6 or Better, External Ports for 
Camera Tracking RS232/RJ45/D9, Daisy Chain 
Connectivity through CAT 6 Shielded Cable /Multicore 
Cable Microphone Modes VOX, FIFO, Request (Qty- 1 
No.) 
2. Under Table box should be used as chairman or 
delegate microphone unit, unit should have Phoenix® 
connectors for buttons, microphone, headphone and 
loudspeaker, Should have Two RJ45 sockets to connect 
the system unit to the control unit or another 
microphone unit/system unit. (Qty- 16 Nos.) 
3. Array Microphone with Electret condenser transducer 
having corridor polar pattern and LED ring integrated in 
microphone, should be operated in conjunction with 
Control Unit and under table box unit, shall have three 
buttons clear button, Function button and ON/OFF 
button for the chairman. 
(Qty- 2 Nos.) 
4. Array microphone with Electret condenser transducer 
having corridor polar pattern and LED ring integrated in 
microphone, should be operated in conjunction with 
Control Unit and under table box unit, shall have one 
button for ON/OFF.   (Qty- 14 Nos.) 
5. Speaker with High-quality mounting plate with metal 
housing and inlay panel made of optically hardened 
acrylic glass and with Rounded corners for flush-mount 
installation into tables, Frequency response -100 - 
20,000 Hz Impedance - 8 Ω Nominal capacity -4 watts 
Sound pressure level 1 W / 0.5 m -88 dB, including all 
accessories (Qty- 16 Nos.) 
6. Should be with all required accessories.  

    

Digital	Signal	Processor		
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7 1. DSP should be fixed chassis based one SKU single rack 
space with flexible and programmable I/O supporting 
different connectivity and protocols. 
2. The DSP should have minimum 8 Mic/Line fixed 
inputs, 8 fixed Line outputs and 8 software assignable 
channels, configurable as Mic/Line Inputs or Line 
outputs.  
3. The system should allow 16 assignable & routable AEC 
channels. 
4. The system should have 16 General Purpose Inputs 
(GPI) x 16 General Purpose Outputs (GPO) ports.  
5. Minimum 8x8 Dante channels and supports up to 
128x128 Network audio channels via Dante or AES67. 
6. POTS and SIP Softphone integration for Audio 
conferencing and configurable 16x16 USB Audio 
channels via USB-B ports supporting AV USB Bridging for 
software or web-based conferencing applications.  
7. Input frequency response of 20 Hz to 20 kHz @ 
+21dBu, Input dynamic range > 109.5 dB at @ +24 dBu 
sensitivity.  
8. Third party device control via Ethernet, RS232 and 
GPIO.  
9. Front panel display for control and indicators for 
device status.  
10. It should have min.2xGigabit Ethernet ports with any 
combination of VoIP, LAN Control, LAN audio or network 
redundancy or better. 
11. It shall provide up to 128 x 128 networked audio 
channels or better individually configurable as either 
LAN network or AES67 formatted networked audio.  
12. It should have sampling rate of 48khz or better. 
13. AtoD & DtoA convertors 24bit or better 
14. It should support up to min. x 4 VoIP Softphone 
instances or better in addition to the on-board POTS 
telephone interface. 
15. It should have freely assignable Audio & Logic 
Processing Objects including but not limited to Gain 
Sharing & Gated Auto mixer, Matrix Mixer & Router, 
Multi Band Crossover, Gain, Delay, Compressor, Limiter, 
Multi Octave Graphic Equalizer, Multi Band Parametric 
Equalizer, Notch Feedback Controller. 

    

8	ports	Digital	Signal	Processor	extender		

8 1.  It should be Networked I/O expander peripheral of 
DSP. 
2. It should have 8 software definable flex channels 
(mic/line input w/ phantom power, or line level output)  
3. It should have Audio-to-USB Bridging for audio 
integration with soft codec applications  
4. It should have Control connectivity via GPIO and 
RS232 
5. It should have inbuilt Microphone fault detection 
feature 
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6. It should support Dual redundant networking with 
PoE+  
7. It should have Class-leading mounting accessories 
included for various mounting configurations 

Two-way,	ceiling	mount	loudspeaker		

9 1. It should be ceiling-mounted 6.5” two-way 
loudspeaker, suitable for a wide variety of audio/video 
conferencing reinforcement, voice paging and 
background music applications. 
2. It should be with High quality transducers which 
should provide exceptional clarity through the critical 
voice range. 
3. It should be capable to Ported baffle for increased low 
frequency extension down to 65 Hz. 
4. It should be with Low saturation 70/100V 
transformers along with 8 ohm bypass. 
5. It should have 4-pole Euro block connector eases 
system wiring. 
6. It should have easy-to-install blind mount assembly 
features a ported baffle which optimally tunes the 
galvanized steel back can for added musicality, creating 
low frequency extension down to 65 Hz.  
7. It should be capable to utilizes a 30-watt low-
saturation and low-loss 70/100V transformer with 
varying selectable taps, including an 8Ω bypass.  
8. It should have the rotary tap selector switch which 
should be accessible under the painted steel grille. 
9. Transformer taps should be 70 V: 30, 15, 7.5, 3.7, 1.9 
watts 100 V: 30, 15, 7.5, 3.8 watts 8 ohm bypass 
10. It should have Maximum peak SPL of 110 dB or 
better. 
11. It should have Broadband sensitivity of 89 dB SPL or 
better. 

    

	12”	Compact	Powered	Loudspeaker		

10 1. It should be a Compact with powerful performance.  
2. It should be Two-way active loudspeaker.  
3. It should have inbuilt 1000 Watt peak power Class-D 
amplifier module. 
4. It should have one 35 mm pole socket 
5. It should have LF transducer 305 mm (12 inch), cone. 
6. It should have HF transducer 35.6 mm (1.4 inch) 
compression driver. 
7. It should have Nominal Coverage Angle: 75° 
Axisymetric 
8. Maximum Rated SPL should be 126 dB or better. 
9. It should have the power LED indication.  
10. Grille should be 18 Gauge powder coated steel. 
11. It should be supply with Powder coated steel yoke 
for mounting the speaker vertically or horizontally to 
walls, beams, or other structures and should be Includes 
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hand-tighten knobs for quick deployment, and hex head 
bolts for installation.  
12. Color should be Black 

18”	Active	Subwoofer		

11 1. It should be a high output active subwoofer which 
should produce impressive low frequencies for any kind 
of music playback.  
2. It should have inbuilt 3600 Watt Class D amplifier 
module. 
3. It should have 18 inch (460 mm) long excursion direct 
radiating driver. 
4. LF Transducer: 18-inch (460 mm), Cone 
5. Frequency Response (-6 dB): 41 Hz - 98 Hz  
6. Frequency Range (-10 dB): 35 Hz - 111 Hz  
7. Nominal Coverage Angle: Omni-directional or cardioid 
radiation modes (cardioid setup requires min. 2 units)  
8. Maximum Rated SPL: 136 dB @ 1 m (peak) 
9. Controls: Power On/Off Gain Control Rotary encoder 
2 x selection buttons 
10. Indicators: 2 x Power LED (front and rear) Input 
Signal LED Limiter active LED 
11. Color: Black  
12. Grille: 16-gauge Black Powder Coated Steel 
13. It should be with all accessories. 

    

Bluray	DVD	&	CD	Player		

12 1. It should be a SUPER SCALER (PRECISION CINEMAHD 
UPSCALE) 
2. It should be full HD supported. 
3. It should have DEEP COLOUR of 16 bit. 
4. 24P True cinema supported. 
5. INPUT AND OUTPUT TERMINALS: HDMI Output, 
Coaxial Audio , USB Input (1 front), Ethernet Connection  
6. It should have 24P output. 
7. It should have the child lock feature. 
8. It should have the Playback capability 

    

Multi	viewer	Switcher:	Qty-	01	No.		

13 1. It should support in a single display unit simultaneous 
display of four high-definition or analog signals. 
2. It should be Compatible with various input signals 
True HD1080p   resolution-  
3. It should have True HD1080p resolution for output 
signal.  
4. It should support PIP, POP, window, overlay, roam, 
images of any size and location.  
5. It should be support transparency adjustment of 
images.  
6. It should support front-panel buttons control, I R 
remote control, RS-232 serial control. 

    

16x10	seamless	HDMI	modular	matrix	switcher			
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14 1. Switcher should support multi format analog & digital 
via HDMI & DVI-I input & output cards with native 
3840x2160 @60 4K resolution support with capability to 
switch seamless. 
2. Switching time should be less than 30 milli seconds & 
there should not be any blue/black screen interval in 
switching between switched outputs & it should appear 
seamless & glitch free. 
3. It should support up to 16 HDMI inputs with audio 
embedded on each port & 16 HDMI outputs with audio 
de-embedded on each port however currently need 16 
inputs & 10 outputs & as & when required should be 
upgradable up to 16 outputs via purchase of optional 
cards. 
4. It should support HDMI 2.0 standard. 
5. It should support EDID management.  
6. It should have built-in video wall function Capability. 
7. It should be controllable over TCP/ IP & RS232. 
8. Control Software to facilitate remote control, real 
time display the input and output status.  
9. Scales all inputs with built in scaler to true 4K 
3840x2160@60. 
10. It should have built in 2 nos. power supplies for 
higher redundancy in case of failure of first power 
supply.  

    

1:8	HDMI	Distribution	Amplifier		

15 1. It should support 4K60 video signals with high-bitrate 
7.1 audio.  
2. It should be capable to Splits one HDMI® source to 
eight separate outputs.  
3. It should be fully compatible with HD 1080p, UHD 4K, 
and DCI 4K sources and displays.  
4. It should be capable to Handles 3D video and Deep 
Color 
5. It should be capable to Handle Dolby True HD, Dolby 
Atmos, DTS HD, DTS:X, and uncompressed 7.1 linear 
PCM audio. 
6. It should be Selectable handling of HDCP 2.2 or HDCP 
1.4 
7. It should have EDID management options. 
8. It should have Input and output video presence 
indication. 
9. No programming or control system should require. 
10. It should be Thin profile – less than one inch deep. 

    

1:4	HDMI	Distribution	Amplifier		
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16 1. It should support 4K60 4:4:4 video signals with high-
bitrate 7.1 audio.  
2. It should be capable to Splits one HDMI® source to 
four separate outputs.  
3. It should be fully compatible with HD 1080p, UHD 4K, 
and DCI 4K sources and displays.  
4. It should be capable to Handles 3D video and Deep 
Color 
5. It should be capable to Handle Dolby True HD, Dolby 
Atmos, DTS HD, DTS:X, and uncompressed 7.1 linear 
PCM audio. 
6. It should be Selectable handling of HDCP 2.2 or HDCP 
1.4 
7. It should have EDID management options. 
8. It should have Input and output video presence 
indication. 
9. No programming or control system should require. 
10. It should be Thin profile – less than one inch deep. 

    

 4x1:4 USB Switcher & Distribution Hub  
17 1. It should allow 4 computers to share 4 nos. USB 3.1 

Gen1 USB peripheral. 
2. It should be capable to support port selection via 
remote controller or RS-422/RS-485 link through 5-pin 
terminal block with third part processor. 
3. It should support USB 3.1 Gen1 specification, 
maximum data transfer rates up to 5 Gbps 
4. Multiplatform support - Windows, Mac and Linux 
5. Hot pluggable 
6. It should be supply with A.C. power adaptor. 

    

RS-232/RS-485 Interface Converter  
18 1. Data transmission controlled by the RTS signal. 

2. Support baud rates should be up to 115.2Kbps. 
3. Should support Cable distance of up to 1200m (4000 
ft.). 
4. It should be DCE/DTE selectable. 
5. OS should support at least minimum: Windows 2000, 
Windows XP 
6. Connector- 1 DB-25 Female (RS-232), RS-485 / RS-422 
Four Terminal Block,1x RJ-11 Female 

    

 Steerable Ceiling suspended Microphone  
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19 1. Quad Capsule/elements steerable microphone array 
with 360 degree coverage. 
2. The microphone should support up to 30 degree 
increments for horizontal steering & vertical tilting 
capability for excellent control of installation area. 
3. It should have inbuilt logic controlled red/green LED 
ring to provide clear status of mute status. 
4. It should support excellent RFI shielding technology 
for rejection of radio frequency interference. 
5. It should support standard CAT 5 cables for signal & 
power connectivity from the DSP up to 100 meter 
length.  
6. Element type should be with Fixed-charge back plate, 
permanently polarized condenser. 
7. Pattern Type: Omnidirectional (O)/Figure-of-eight 
(L/R/Z) 
8. Frequency Response: 20 - 16,000 Hz 
9. Open Circuit Sensitivity: O/L/R: -36 dB (15.85mV) (0 
dB=1V/Pa,1 kHz);Z: -38.5 dB (11.9 mV) (0 dB=1 V/Pa,1 
kHz) 
10. Maximum Input Sound Level: O/L/R: 132.5 dB SPL (1 
kHz at 1% THD) 
Z: 135 dB SPL (1 kHz at 1% THD) 
11. Signal-to-Noise Ratio: O/L/R: 66.5 dB (1 kHz at 1 Pa, 
A-weighted) 
Z: 64 dB (1 kHz at 1 Pa, A-weighted) 
12. Phantom Power Requirements: 11-52V DC, 23.2 mA 
(both channels total) 
13. Output Connector: Euroblock connector 

    

S. Digital Wireless Microphone System  
20 1. Operating Frequencies 2.4 GHz ISM band (2400 to 

2483.5 MHz) 
2. Frequency Response- 20 Hz to 20 kHz Depending on 
microphone type 
3. Operating Range- 60 m (200') Open range env. with 
no interfering signals 
4. Total Harmonic Distortion- <0.05% typical 
5. handheld dynamic unidirectional 
microphone/transmitter and body-pack transmitter. 
Handheld Transmitter & Body Pack Transmitter 
1. RF Power Output- 10 mW 
Receiver 
2. Receiving System- Diversity (frequency/time/space) 
3. Maximum Output Level- XLR, balanced: 0 dBV 1/4" 
(6.3 mm), unbalanced: +6 dBV 
Cardioid Condenser Lavalier Microphone 
 
4. It should Terminate with locking 4-pin connector for 
A-T UniPak  body-pack wireless transmitters.  
5. It should be supply with 55" (1.4 m) cable. 
6. It should be easily integrate with Body-pack 
transmitter. 
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USB Audio interface   
21 1. It should be an Ultra-Low Latency 2 In/2 Out USB 

Audio Interface with Digital Output 
2. It should allows you to connect instruments and other 
audio devices to your computer, effectively merging the 
analog and digital worlds.  
3. It should accomplish this by providing two analog 
mono Inputs and Outputs (for monitoring), USB 
connectivity and an additional S/PDIF optical output.  
4. The stereo headphone output featured a dedicated 
level control and lets you listen to both the input and 
output.  
5. It should support on all window and MAC platforms. 

    

Microphone cable  
22 1. MICROPHONE CABLE 24 AWG PVC 

2. Conductor: Material- BC - Bare Copper 
3. Conductor Count:2 
4. Insulation: Nominal Diameter of insulator-  1.45 mm, 
Diameter +/- Tolerance- 0.05 mm 
5. Outer Shield Material- Material- Bare Copper (BC), 
Min. Coverage [%]-90 
6. Outer Jacket Material Nominal Diameter :6.10 mm, 
Diameter +/- Tolerance: 0.20 mm 

    

Multi-Channel Class D Rated Power Amplifier   
23 1. 4 Channel Power Amplifier with 150 W power per 

channel2. Frequency Response of 20Hz-20KHz +3/-3dB3. 
Total Harmonic Distortion: <0.05%@8Ω 1KHz4. Signal to 
noise ratio: >80dB5. Slew Rate: 40V/μ s6. Damping 
Factor: >200@8Ω7. Channel Isolation: >1000dB@8Ω 
1KHz8. Input Impedance: 
20KΩ(balance)/10kΩ(unbalance)9. Input Sensitivity: 1 V 

    

W. Central Controlling System   
24 Control Processor (Qty. 1 No.) 

1. It should be enterprise- class control processor. 
2. It should have Onboard 512MB RAM & 4GB Flash 
memory. 
3. It should be Expandable storage up to 1TB. 
4. It should have a memory card slot. 
5. It should have High-speed USB 2.0 host port. 
6. It should support iPhone, iPad, and Android control 
app support. 
7. It should have One RS-232/422/485 COM port with 
hardware and software handshaking. 
8. It should have Two RS-232 COM ports with software 
handshaking only.  
9. It should have Eight IR/serial, eight relay, and eight 
Versiport I/O ports. 
10. It should support TLS, SSL, SSH, and SFTP network 
security protocols. 

    

Keypad interface  
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25 1. It should be compatible with control processor. 
2. It should be capable to integrate a third-party 
keypads. 
3. It should be Low-profile design which can fit in any 
55mm electrical box. 
4. It should be Supports 8 buttons and indicators.  
5. It should be able to drive up to 8 LEDs for feedback. 

    

High voltage relay interface  
26 1. It should have 8 channels of power switching. 

2. It should have 8 voltage-driven isolated digital inputs. 
3. It should support for 120 to 240 Volt 50/60 Hz lighting 
and motor loads. 
4. It should have override input. 
5. It should be capable to communicate with control 
processor. 
6. It should have Programmable functionality which 
setup via front panel or software 

    

 Wall Keypad  
27 1. It should be supplied with single gang U.S. wall box 

installation with faceplate included. 
2. I should be configurable with up to five field 
replaceable buttons. 
3. It should have custom backlit laser etched engravable 
buttons. 
4. It should be with Multicolor RGB LED backlighting 
5. It should be compatible to integrate with control 
processor.  
6. It should have Auto dimming day/night backlight 
modes. 
7. It should be Fully programmable via a control system. 
8. It should have two control input ports for external 
sensors. 

    

Power distribution Hub   
28 1. It should be used to distribute for Key-panel 

interfaces and Wall Keypads.  
2. It should have the capability to connect with more 
than 20 devices. 
3. It should be configurable via control processor. 
4. It should be installed easily in rack of rail mounts. 

    

6. High-Definition 7.1 Surround Sound System  
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  1. It should have HDMI, SPDIF (optical and coaxial), and 
stereo analog inputs. 
2. It should be with True 7.1 surround sound processing 
for commercial and residential applications. 
3. It should support DTS HD, Dolby TrueHD, and Dolby 
Digital Plus decoding. 
4. Source input compensation and 80 ms lip sync 
adjustment per input. 
5. It should have Balanced analog 7.1 surround sound 
line outputs. 
6. It should have inbuilt DSP with 9-band graphic or 
parametric EQ, delay, crossover, and compression. 
7. It should Support for systems without a center 
speaker or subwoofer. 
8. It should High-definition 3D video pass-through via 
HDMI. 
9. Balanced stereo or mono downmix output 
10. Balanced stereo mix input 
11. Built-in noise generator 
12. Advanced HDCP management for trouble-free 
handling of copy-protected digital content 
13. CEC pass-through from a control system for device 
control via HDMI 
14. It should have Color LCD front panel for basic setup 
and operation. 
15. It should be integrated natively with control 
processor.  
16. It should have 10/100 Ethernet communications 
port. 
17. It should be simplified setup via front panel or 
software. 
18. It should be rack mountable 

    

AV Equipment Rack  
29 1. It should be 19” 12U rack. 

2. It should be an open rack. 
3. Rack Size should be 550mm W x  400 mm D. 
4. All hardware, power-strips should be included. 
5. Basic frame and 19” mounting angles should be of 
steel.  
6. Top & Bottom Cover can be Welded to Frame with 
Cable entry exit cut outs. 
7. It should be standard finish with powder coated. 
8. Standard Color- Grey & Off White OR Black 
9.  It should be capable to Static Load – 30 kg 

    

Wi-Fi Access Point   
30 1. It should be with 300Mbps wireless speed ideal for 

smooth HD video, voice streaming and control 
protocols. 
2. It should support multiple operation modes: Access 
Point, Multi-SSID, Client, Universal/WDS Repeater, 
Bridge with AP. 
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3. It should capable easily setup a WPA encrypted 
secure connection at a push of a single button. 
4. It should be flexible deployment with included Passive 
Power over Ethernet Injector. 

7 Port Powered USB 3.0 HUB  
31 1. It should have USB 3.0 ports offer transfer speeds of 

up to 5Gbps.  
2. It should not require any kind of drivers for Windows 
10/ 8.1 / 8 / 7 / Vista / XP or Mac OS X and Linux 
systems. 
3. It should be backward compatible with USB 2.0/1.1.  
4. Input interface should have 1 USB 3.0 Micro B.  
5. It should have 7 nos. independent data transfer USB 
3.0 ports. 

    

16 Port Gigabit Network Switch (Qty. 1 Nos.)  
32 1. It should have 16 nos.  10/100/1000 Mbps ports.  

2. It should support MAC address self-learning, Auto 
MDI/MDIX and Auto negotiation. 
3. Standards and Protocols- EEE 802.3i, IEEE 802.3u, IEEE 
802.3ab, IEEE 802.3x 
4. Interface- 16 nos. 10/100/1000Mbps RJ45 Ports (Auto 
Negotiation/Auto MDI/MDIX) 
5. It should be noise free (fan less). 
6. Switching Capacity- 32Gbps 
7. Packet Forwarding Rate- 23.8Mpps 

    

28 port Gigabit Smart Managed PoE Network Switch  
33 1. It should have 24 x 10/100/1000 BASE-T PoE ports, 

and 4 x Gigabit RJ45/SFP Combo ports.2. It should have 
Advanced L2 switching and security features (L2+ Static 
Routing)It should have Optional “standard mode” or 
“surveillance mode” management user interface. It 
should have MLD Snooping Fast Leave, MLD Snooping 
Groups, 802.1Q VLAN, VLAN Groups, Class of Service 
(CoS), MAC Access List, SSH, SSL.Switch Capacity- 56 
Gbps3. Max. Packet Forwarding Rate- 41.7 Mpps4. Flash 
Memory Size- 32 MB5. 193 W PoE budget 

    

GUI Software  
34 1. Graphic user interface application should be capable 

to manage AV devices trough control processor. 
2. It should be a customizable user interface—create 
one UI that runs on multiple touch screens and Apple 
devices.  
3. It should be interactable with third-party apps and 
hardware via processor. 

    

Wireless presentation Devices  
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  1. Device should be capable to communicate wirelessly 
with I Phone, Android, Windows devices. 
2. Device should capability to cast screens onto 2 
displays simultaneously from single device. 
1. Device should No wires needed and only one click, 
mirror your devices within 0.09s.  
3. It should allow 4 devices cast screens simultaneously. 
4. Output Resolution should Support 4K@60fps and 
above video output when casting onto 1 display or 
Support 2K@60fps and above video output when 
casting onto 2 displays. 
5. Video Encode/Decode- H.264, H.265 hard decoding 
6. Wireless Transmission Protocol- IEEE 802.11 a/g/n/ac 
7. Wireless Band should support 2.4GHz,5GHz (support 
transmitting AP hotspot). 
8. Ideal Transmission Distance: minimum 30 meters. 
9. Operating system should be android.  
10. RAM- 4GB, ROM- 16 GB 
11. Compatible Transmit Terminals: Support SM01 
wireless mirroring (Windows, Mac OS): support mobile 
phone/tablet wireless mirroring (Android/iOS) 
12. It should support whiteboarding & annotation 
capability in the meetings over touch content monitors. 

    

I-PAD with Wireless detachable type Docking station   
  1. Storage - 32 GB IPAD 

2. It should be capable to extend up to 128GB. 
3. 10.2-inch (diagonal) LED-backlit Multi-Touch display 
with IPS technology 
4. 2160x1620-pixel resolution at 264 pixels per inch (ppi) 
5. Brightness- 500 nits brightness 
6. Dual microphones for calls, video recording and audio 
recording. 
7. It should be supply with wall or table type docking 
station. 
 8. Docking station should have detachable type wireless 
charging mechanism. 

    

PTZ Camera for Whiteboard application:  
35 1. Camera should have minimum 12x Optical zoom 

capability. 
2. Horizontal FOV of camera should be minimum 72 
degree or better. 
3. It should be able to capture video in 1080p60 fps or 
higher resolution 
4. It should be controllable through IR remote, serial and 
TCP-IP. 
5. It should have 3 nos. simultaneous video output ports 
HDMI, USB 3.0 and LAN. 
6. All 3 video outputs should work parallelly. 
7. It should support inverse/ceiling mount application  

    

 In-Ceiling Document Camera  
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36 1. Full HD 1080P 60fps resolution ceiling mounted Video 
Camera 
2. 1/3” hi-quality HD CMOS sensor 
3. 20 times or more Optical zoom.  
4. Support H.264 & H.265 dual video compression 
formats 
5. Should have minimum one HDMI output port.  
6. Ethernet/RS-485 control for third party controllers 
7. Ceiling Mount Kit 
8. Ethernet support for live video streaming 
9. Auto White balance/Auto focus/ Auto IRIS capability 

    

Hi-Quality Engineered Meeting Table for 30 PAX   
37 1. Engineered Visual Collaboration table in U shape 

design to accommodate 30 chairs.  
2. It should be made in High Density Fiber Wood 
finished with PVC Veneer with customer choice of color.  
3. The length of the table should not be less than 
9250mm, tabletop width should be 850mm & table clear 
height should be 750mm from FFL. 
4. The table top should be made of minimum 36mm 
thick HDF & bottom structure base should be made of 
minimum 18mm. 
5. 400mm continuous Modesty below the table through 
the table length with openable & lockable shutters 
making space for equipment rack & cable management 
solution. No wires & cables should be visible from 
anywhere.  
6. 50mm diameter Stainless steel legs should be used to 
hold total 3 nos. tabletop surfaces one in lower portion 
to hold the modesty & two upper portion to provide for 
a state-of-the-art rugged construction/weight bearing 
capability without visibility of any nails/screws. 
7. Easy to disassemble/dismantle, transfer & reinstall 
thus allowing the highest flexibility.  

    

Hi-Quality Engineered Interiors for 42’L x 36’W x 9.5’ Size of Conference Room with Loose 
Furniture   
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  Hi-Quality Engineered interiors for the Proposed Room 
with 42' length, 36' width & 9.5' clear height + Control 
Room area total approx. 1600 sqft. carpet area which 
should Include the following:                                                                                                                      
1. Insulated one side dry wall Partition for two 
elevations, the existing two glass elevations & doors to 
be used on as is basis. 
2. Aesthetic Acoustic Partitioning with 25mm thick 0.9 
NRC Polyester Acoustic Panel with fire Retardant Fabric 
& wooden paneling till dado level finished in LG/Hanwha 
PVC veneer in wood finish on two dry wall partitions.  
3. Motorized roller drapes with 0.5 NRC sound 
absorption 100% Polyester Acoustic fabric on side & rear 
two glass elevations controllable from central touch 
panel  
4. Aesthetic Acoustic dual level False Ceiling in 0.9 NRC, 
600x600 Tile/Grid @ 10.5' level & Gypsum Ceiling @ 9.5' 
level from the FFL (finished floor level) & 300mm cove 
with indirect lighting.      
5. 100% Virgin Nylon, 4 mm thick tile Carpet with Green 
Adhesive.   
6.  Specialized professional Studio quality indirect 
Lighting for the best video experience with approx. 400 
lux of brightness 
Customer's Name with Location Signage (Maximum 30 
Characters)  
7. 5'x2' Table for the control room area with one low 
height under table storage unit with 3 lockable drawers. 
8. 5000 mm length x 600 mm depth x 750 mm height 
Low Height Storage on front wall with cabinets & pull-
out drawers. 
9. 7000 mm length x 450 mm depth x 750 mm height 
Low Height Storage on rear wall with cabinets & pull-out 
drawers.  

    

Hi-Quality Professional Cables    
  1. The required patch & bulk length of professional 

HDMI cables supporting 4K 60 resolution as per 
solution. 
2. The required 18AWG twisted pair speaker cable as 
per solution requirement. 
3. The required 2 core shielded audio cable as per 
solution requirement. 
4. The required 4 core shielded control cable as per 
solution requirement 
5. The required USB cables as per solution requirement.   
6. The required audio/video/control connectors as per 
solution requirement.  

    

Chairs   
38 Mid back ergonomic one side leather chair with height 

adjustable gas lift, castors, syncrotilt mechanism & 
adjustable 2D arms 
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39 Mid back ergonomic mesh chair with side foldable flap 
type table 

    

 

1.1.6 INSPECTION OF SITE BY THE TENDERERS  

Bidders are advised to inspect and examine the site and its surroundings and satisfy themselves 
before submitting their Tenders, as to the nature of the ground and sub-soil (as far as is 
practicable), the form and nature of the site, the means of access to the site, the accommodation 
they may require and in general shall themselves obtain all necessary information as to risks, 
contingencies and other circumstances which may influence or affect their Tender. A Bidder 
shall be deemed to have full knowledge of the site whether he inspects it or not and no extra 
charges consequent on any misunderstanding or otherwise shall be allowed. The Bidder shall 
be responsible for arranging and maintaining at his own cost all materials, tools & plants, water, 
electricity, access, facilities for workers and all other services required for executing the work 
unless otherwise specifically provided for in the contract documents. Submission of a tender by 
a Bidder implies that he has read this notice and all other contract documents and has made 
himself aware of the scope and specifications of the work to be done and of conditions and rates 
at which stores, tools and plant etc. will be issued to him by the Employer and local conditions 
and other factors having a bearing on the execution of the work. The bidders may contact Sr. 
Manager/S&T, NHSRCL, Mob. 9717601104 regarding inspection of site. 

1.1.7 Contents of Tender documents  

Volume 1 

• Notice Inviting Tender 
• Instructions to Tenderers (including Annexures) 
• Form of Tender (including Appendices)  

Volume 2 

• Condition of Contract  

Volume 3 

• Scope of Work 

Volume 4  

• Drawings 

Volume 5  

• Not Used 

Volume 6 

• Bill of Quantities 

Volume 7 

• Not Used 

1.1.8 The contract shall be governed by the documents listed in Para 1.1.7 above. 

1.1.9 The tenderers may obtain further information/ clarification, if any, in respect of these tender 
documents from the office of Additional General Manager /S&T, 2nd Floor Asia Bhawan, 
Sector-9, Dwarka, Delhi-110077. 

1.1.10 All tenderers are hereby cautioned that tenders containing any material deviation or reservations 
as described in Clause E 4.0 of “Instructions to Tenderers” shall be considered as non-
responsive and is liable to be rejected. 
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1.1.11 The intending tenderers must be registered on e-tendering portal 
https://etenders.gov.in/eprocure/app. Those who are not registered on the e-tendering portal 
shall be required to get registered beforehand. After registration, the tenderer will get user id 
and password. On login, tenderer can participate in tendering process and can witness various 
activities of the process. 

1.1.12 The authorized signatory of intending tenderer, as per Power of Attorney (POA), must have valid 
Class-II or Class-III digital signature. The tender document can only be downloaded or 
uploaded using Class-II or Class-III digital signature. However, the tenderer shall upload their 
tender on https://etenders.gov.in/eprocure/app using class-II or class-III digital signature of 
the authorized signatory only. 

1.1.13 Tender submissions shall be done online on https://etenders.gov.in/eprocure/app after 
uploading the mandatory scanned documents towards cost of tender documents such as 
scanned copies of transaction of payment i.e., RTGS, NEFT & IMPS and Bid Security 
Declaration (and other documents as stated in the tender document). Instructions for on-line bid 
submission are furnished hereinafter. 

1.1.14 Submission of Tenders shall be closed on e-tendering website of NHSRCL at the date & time 
of submission prescribed in NIT after which no tender shall be accepted. 

It shall be the responsibility of the bidder / tenderer to ensure that his tender is submitted online 
on e-tendering website https://etenders.gov.in/eprocure/app before the deadline of submission. 
NHSRCL will not be responsible for non-receipt of tender documents due to any delay and/or 
loss etc. 

1.1.15 Tenders shall be valid for a period of 90 days (both days inclusive i.e. the date of submission of 
tenders and the last date of period of validity of the tender) from the date of submission of 
Tenders and shall be accompanied with Bid Security Declaration as per clause C18 of ITT . 

1.1.16 NHSRCL reserves the right to accept or reject any or all proposals without assigning any 
reasons. No tenderer shall have any cause of action or claim against the NHSRCL for rejection 
of his proposal.  

1.1.17 Intending Bidders are advised to visit this website https://etenders.gov.in/eprocure/app regularly 
till closing date of submission to keep themselves updated as any change/ modification in the 
tender will be intimated through this website only by corrigendum / addendum/ amendment. 

1.1.18 For any complaints, tenderers may contact Additional General Manager/S&T, NHSRCL, Tel. 
No.: 011 -28070000/444/555/666 

1.1.19 Courts in Delhi alone shall have the jurisdiction to entertain any application or other proceedings 
in accordance with Laws of India in respect of anything arising under this Bid. 

 
 

 [Insert Designation]  
NHSRCL
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Instructions for Online Bid Submission 
The bidders are required to submit soft copies of their bids electronically on the e-procurement portal 
(CPP Portal), using valid Digital Signature Certificates. The instructions given below are meant to assist 
the bidders in registering on the CPP Portal, prepare their bids in accordance with the requirements and 
submitting their bids online on the CPP Portal. 

More information useful for submitting online bids on the CPP Portal may be obtained at: 
https://etenders.gov.in/eprocure/app. 

REGISTRATION 

1) Bidders are required to enroll on the e-Procurement module of the Central Public Procurement Portal 
(URL: https://etenders.gov.in/eprocure/app) by clicking on the link “Online bidder Enrolment” 
on the CPP Portal which is free of charge. 

2) As part of the enrolment process, the bidders will be required to choose a unique username and 
assign a password for their accounts. 

3) Bidders are advised to register their valid email address and mobile numbers as part of the 
registration process. These would be used for any communication from the CPP Portal. 

4) Upon enrolment, the bidders will be required to register their valid Digital Signature Certificate (Class 
II or Class III Certificates with signing key usage) issued by any Certifying Authority recognized by 
CCA India (e.g. Sify / nCode / eMudhra etc.), with their profile. 

5) Only one valid DSC should be registered by a bidder. Please note that the bidders are responsible 
to ensure that they do not lend their DSC’s to others which may lead to misuse. 

6) Bidder then logs in to the site through the secured log-in by entering their user ID / password and 
the password of the DSC / e-Token. 

 
SEARCHING FOR TENDER DOCUMENTS 

1) There are various search options built in the CPP Portal, to facilitate bidders to search active tenders 
by several parameters. These parameters could include Tender ID, Organization Name, Location, 
Date, Value, etc. There is also an option of advanced search for tenders, wherein the bidders may 
combine a number of search parameters such as Organization Name, Form of Contract, Location, 
Date, Other keywords etc. to search for a tender published on the CPP Portal. 

2) Once the bidders have selected the tenders they are interested in, they may download the required 
documents / tender schedules. These tenders can be moved to the respective ‘My Tenders’ folder. 
This would enable the CPP Portal to intimate the bidders through SMS / e-mail in case there is any 
corrigendum issued to the tender document. 

3) The bidder should make a note of the unique Tender ID assigned to each tender, in case they want 
to obtain any clarification / help from the Helpdesk. 

 
PREPARATION OF BIDS 

1) Bidder should take into account any corrigendum published on the tender document before 
submitting their bids. 

2) Please go through the tender advertisement and the tender document carefully to understand the 
documents required to be submitted as part of the bid. Please note the number of covers in which 
the bid documents have to be submitted, the number of documents - including the names and 
content of each of the document that need to be submitted. Any deviations from these may lead to 
rejection of the bid.  

3) Bidder, in advance, should get ready the bid documents to be submitted as indicated in the tender 
document / schedule and generally, they can be in PDF / XLS / RAR / DWF/JPG formats. Bid 
documents may be scanned with 100 dpi with black and white option which helps in reducing size 
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of the scanned document. 

4) To avoid the time and effort required in uploading the same set of standard documents which are 
required to be submitted as a part of every bid, a provision of uploading such standard documents 
(e.g. PAN card copy, GST certificate copy, annual reports, auditor certificates etc.) has been 
provided to the bidders. Bidders can use “My Space” or ‘’Other Important Documents’’ area available 
to them to upload such documents. These documents may be directly submitted from the “My 
Space” area while submitting a bid, and need not be uploaded again and again. This will lead to a 
reduction in the time required for bid submission process. 

 
SUBMISSION OF BIDS 

1) Bidder should log into the site well in advance for bid submission so that they can upload the bid in 
time i.e. on or before the bid submission time. Bidder will be responsible for any delay due to other 
issues. 

2) The Bidder has to digitally sign and upload the required bid documents one by one as indicated in 
the tender document. 

3) Bidder has to select the payment option as “offline” to pay the tender fee / EMD as applicable and 
enter details of the instrument. 

4) Bids must be accompanied with scanned copy of Bid Security Declaration in prescribed format. 
Bidders will be required to submit only scanned copy of the signed & stamped Bid Security 
Declaration by Authorized Signatory along with the bid submission on 
https://etenders.gov.inleprocure/app. The Bid shall be considered as non-responsive in case on Non-
Submission of Scanned copy of Bid Security Declaration in the e-bidding portal of NIC along with 
their bid submission. Any bid received without Bid Security Declaration form shall be rejected.. 

5) Bidders are requested to note that they should necessarily submit their financial bids in the format 
provided and no other format is acceptable. If the price bid has been given as a standard BOQ format 
with the tender document, then the same is to be downloaded and to be filled by all the bidders. 
Bidders are required to download the BOQ file, open it and complete the colored (unprotected) cells 
with their respective financial quotes and other details (such as name of the bidder). No other cells 
should be changed. Once the details have been completed, the bidder should save it and submit it 
online, without changing the filename. If the BOQ file is found to be modified by the bidder, the bid 
shall be rejected. 

6) The server time (which is displayed on the bidders’ dashboard) will be considered as the standard 
time for referencing the deadlines for submission of the bids by the bidders, opening of bids etc. The 
bidders should follow this time during bid submission. 

7) All the documents being submitted by the bidders would be encrypted using PKI encryption 
techniques to ensure the secrecy of the data. The confidentiality of the bids is maintained using the 
secured Socket Layer 128 bit encryption technology. Data storage encryption of sensitive fields is 
done. Any bid document that is uploaded to the server is subjected to symmetric encryption using a 
system generated symmetric key. Further this key is subjected to asymmetric encryption using 
buyers/bid openers public keys. Overall, the uploaded tender documents become readable only after 
the tender opening by the authorized bid openers. 

8) The uploaded tender documents become readable only after the tender opening by the authorized 
bid openers. 

9) Upon the successful and timely submission of bids (i.e. after Clicking “Freeze Bid Submission” in 
the portal), the portal will give a successful bid submission message & a bid summary will be 
displayed with the bid no. and the date & time of submission of the bid with all other relevant details. 

10) The bid summary has to be printed and kept as an acknowledgement of the submission of the bid. 
This acknowledgement may be used as an entry pass for any bid opening meetings. 

ASSISTANCE TO BIDDERS 
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1) Any queries relating to the tender document and the terms and conditions contained therein should 
be addressed to the Tender Inviting Authority for a tender or the relevant contact person indicated in 
the tender. 

2) Any queries relating to the process of online bid submission or queries relating to CPP Portal in 
general may be directed to the 24x7 CPP Portal Helpdesk. 

3) For any Technical queries related to Operation of the Central Public Procurement Portal Contact at: 
Tel: The 24 x 7 Help Desk Number 0120-4200 462, 0120-4001 002/5, 0120-6277 787. 
E-Mail: support-eproc@nic.in 

International bidders are requested to prefix +91 as country code. 


